The girls sappho goes to hollywood diana mclellan (2023)


The Girls 2013-12 diana mclellan reveals the complex and intimate connections that roiled behind the public personae of greta garbo marlene dietrich tallulah bankhead and the women who loved them private correspondence long secret fbi files and troves of unpublished documents reveal a chain of lesbian affairs that moved from the theater world of new york through the heights of chic society to embed itself in the power structure of the movie business the girls serves up a rich stew of film politics sexuality psychology and stardom

Shooting Hollywood 2013-02-05 diva forty year old actress tries to make a comeback but death keeps getting in the way divdiv diana poole was the last of the starlets a vibrant blonde with a quick wit and sharp intelligence she was on her way to the top when colin hudson changed her mind about being famous he was the finest screenwriter in hollywood and loved her well enough that she lost the acting bug forever when he dies he leaves diana lonely broke and verging on middle age a combination that s difficult anywhere but toxic in hollywood divdiv divdivthankfully diana still knows how to play the game working her old contacts and hustling for a job she contends with crazy young ingenues lecherous studio heads and the cutthroat attention of her fellow fading beauties but there s an added twist on and off the set she can t help stumbling over dead bodies tragedy follows diana poole and in hollywood tragedy comes cheap div

Jackie Coogan: The World's Boy King 2004-09-01 discovered by charlie chaplin in 1919 four year old jackie coogan soared to overnight stardom for his title role in the silent masterpiece the kid a string of successes followed including peck s bad boy oliver twist and a boy of flanders earning coogan a fortune of four million dollars dubbed the millionaire kid by the press he later had to sue his parents in a futile attempt to recover his squandered fortune his later years were marked with penury and the cruel diminishment of his childhood fame as an adult he found work in character roles and gained unexpected but fleeting fame as uncle fester in the series the addams family he continued to make guest appearances on television until his death in 1984 in jackie coogan the world s boy king diana serra cary reveals the little known and even less understood private life of this famous child star and his dysfunctional family she looks at the highs and lows of an actor who reached the height of fame before ten and whose subsequent career took an inevitable fall cary also examines the conduct of coogan s parents whose behavior served as an
unfortunate model for countless others who sought fame and fortune through their children’s success the author a major child star the former baby peggy employs her own hard won insight to explore the career and family woes of another in this fascinating account about one of the greatest child stars of all time includes more than 30 photos

**The Star of India** 2020-04-24 hollywood 1946 when nancy valentine meets the dashing crown prince of cooch behar sparks fly almost instantly sporty as she lovingly nicknames him is like nobody the beautiful young actress has ever met before she is swept away to sporty’s kingdom in india just as the country is caught up in a tumultuous freedom struggle and before she knows it nancy is entangled in a whirlwind of intrigue espionage and attempted murder sporty comes under great pressure from his elegant and formidable mother who believes his marriage to a foreigner will weaken the family’s position with their people and make them vulnerable to a government takeover amid growing opposition to the couple’s union the state’s fabled mughal ruby disappears and its curse will shadow them all from the glitz of hollywood to the lush chambers of indian royalty the star of india weaves a spirited tale of a strong willed woman whose fate was deeply entwined with the momentous birth of modern india

**Room 23. Ediz. multilingue** 2009 room 23 depicts a year in the life of a private penthouse suite in a hotel in beverly hills california the year is 2008 the protagonists hollywood’s characters and elite the host diana jenkins the photographer deborah anderson the photographs glamorously unveil the story of what takes place behind these closed doors in provocative and intimate images some of the guests in room 23 are ashanti james blunt roberto cavalli george clooney cindy crawford minnie driver dennis hopper rachel hunter sir elton john kid rock heidi klum ray liotta lindsay lohan kelly lynch tamara mellon jonny lee miller moby tatjana patitz christian slater sharon stone donald sutherland cheryl tiegs tony ward and many more

**Hollywood’s Children** 1997 diana serra cary’s well wrought empathetic narrative presents the underside of the glittering stage and screen world frightened children merchants who buy and sell childhood as a commodity rapacious stage mothers and fathers whose ambition and avarice make them willing to sacrifice their children to fulfill their own dreams the first part of the book mines a lode of new information recounting stories of the precursors to hollywood’s child stars and their ambitious parents the spectacular 1853 stage debut of four year old cordelia howard the rise of red haired lotta crabtree in california’s gold rush camps and the travails and triumphs of the hoydenish elsie janis as she ad libbed her way to stardom cary as baby peggy hollywood’s pioneer child star the youngest in theatrical history has lived her subject surviving a childhood filled with an enormous workload some real physical danger and emotional trauma she weaves her own story of being her family’s chief breadwinner with similar tales involving famous movie children she knew and worked with jackie coogan shirley temple mickey rooney and judy garland among many others

**Hollywood Lights, Nashville Nights** 2019-06-11 there is no one on this green earth who could better tell the tales of hollywood lights nashville nights than victoria hallman and diana goodman and oh the tales they can tell there they were right in the middle of it all falling in and out of love with the biggest names in show business they were given a front row seat to the greatest show on earth hollywood vegas and nashville and were surrounded by some of the most brilliant talent we have ever known fasten your seat belts hollywood lights nashville nights will be a bumpy fun time ride for all robert hicks new york times best selling author of the widow of the south editor of a guitar and a pen hee haw was all about friends and family having a great time and laughing together both on the set and with everyone watching at home one big family some of the relationships formed while making that show will last forever victoria hallman is one of those people my forever friend i think so much of her because she cares
about people i know she cares about my family and me i know that she would be there for me if i needed her as special as she makes me feel i know she does this for everyone because she s just that kind of person irlene mandrell co star of barbara mandrell and the mandrell sisters hee haw star my first crushes were the hee haw girls robert reynolds the mavericks grammy winner country music association award winner academy of country music award winner

We Never Told 2009-02-01 we never told is a page turning novel about a glamorous family in the golden age of hollywood set in suburban new york it follows sonya adler s life from growing up in a broken home to the hippie sixties and into the present with a shocking twist at the end the story outlines a time when unmarried women were shamed into putting their newborns up for adoption and the consequences which have touched thousands of people this fast paced story is not just about sisters keeping a secret but is a heart wrenching and funny tale about a not often talked about part of american history children finding their birth families fifty years later

Greta Garbo & Marlene Dietrich 2005 features fifteen in depth profiles of some of hollywood s most celebrated and controversial men and women including eminem diana ross ellen degeneres liza minnelli anna nicole smith doris day john f kennedy jr and paris and nicky hilton includes a dvd with highlights from the e true hollywood story series

E! True Hollywood Story 2010-10-25 dubbed the british marilyn monroe or the british bridget bardot diana dors finally proclaimed i d rather be known as the hurricane in mink the actress was best known for her lavish lifestyle she was a blonde bombshell with a penchant for flashy cars opulent mansions glitzy garb and jet setting living diana dors rise to fame started with being a gi favourite during the war however she was keen to ditch her goody goody image and announced that she wanted to be like errol flynn it worked she became a huge star working with the likes of joan crawford and famously starred in yield to the night the movie that contributed to the abolition of the death penalty but despite the glamour her affairs sex parties and ott lifestyle including an illicit affair with rod steiger left her branded as a scarlet woman unwanted by the studios undeterred the indomitable dors simply worked tirelessly to establish for herself a successful career in cabaret her life was didn t always smell of roses her first husband cheated on her stole from her beat her and finally died of syphilis another lover who she considered faithful two timed her with rock hudson she finally found love with husband number three who killed himself 5 months after her death this is the amazing story of an actress who loved life and lived it to the full told with compassion and vigour

Diana's Story 2019-09-17 this particular phase in my life is the most dangerous my husband is planning an accident in my car brake failure and serious head injury in order to make the path clear for him to marry letter written by princess diana late 1996 it is a moment that remains frozen in history when the mercedes carrying diana princess of wales spun fatally out of control in the pont de l alma tunnel in paris in august 1997 the world
was shocked by what appeared to be a terrible accident but two decades later the circumstances surrounding what really happened that night and crucially why it happened remain mired in suspicion, controversy, and misinformation until now. Dylan Howard has reexamined all of the evidence surrounding Diana’s death: official documents, eyewitness testimony, and Diana’s own private journals, as well as amassing dozens of new interviews with investigators, witnesses, and those closest to the princess. To ask one very simple question: was the death of Princess Diana a tragedy or treason? Diana: Case Solved has uncovered in unprecedented detail just how much of a threat Diana became to the establishment. In these pages, you will learn of the covert diaries and recordings she made logging the Windsors’ most intimate secrets and hidden scandals as a desperate kind of insurance policy. You will learn how the royals were not the only powerful enemies she made as her groundbreaking campaigns against AIDS and landmines drew admiration from the public but also enmity from powerful establishment figures including international arms dealers, the British and American governments, and the MI6 and the CIA. In a dramatic return to the Parisian streets where she met her fate, the two questions that have plagued investigators for over twenty years will finally be answered: why was Diana being driven in a car previously written off as a death trap, and who was really behind the wheel of the mysterious white Fiat at the scene of the crash.

_Diana: Case Solved_ 2023 gathering an unexplored archive of fan-made scrapbooks, letters, diaries, and photographs. A Queer Way of Feeling explores how in the 1910s, girls coming of age in the United States used cinema to forge a foundational language of female nonconformity, intimacy, and kinship. Pasting cross-dressed photos on personal scrapbooks and making love to movie actresses in epistolary writing, adolescent girls from all walks of life stitched together established homoerotic conventions with an emergent syntax of film stardom to make sense of mental states, actions, and proclivities self-described as queer or different from the norm. Material testimonies of a forgotten audience, these autobiographical artifacts show how early movie-loving girls engendered terminologies, communities, and creative practices that would become cornerstones of media fan reception and queer belonging.

_A Queer Way of Feeling_ 2023-08-31 examines Diana Dors’ film career, acting method, star image, and enduring celebrity. Diana Dors 1984 this investigation of the roles of family ties in the motion picture industry profiles thirteen representative dynastic families, exploring their complexities and psychological dynamics and assesses the causes and consequences of nepotism in Hollywood. _Hollywood Dynasties_ 2011-07-21 in the shadow of his father Kirk’s overpowering fame, Michael Douglas forged a career for himself and became recognized in his own right as an award-winning actor and producer. But fame has taken its toll on Michael’s personal life. His struggles with alcoholism, drug dependency, and the break up of his first marriage show another side to Michael’s success. In 2010, his troubled past came back to haunt him when Cameron, his eldest son, was sentenced to five years in prison for drug dealing. Yet despite a rocky road, Michael has found happiness later in life. His marriage to Catherine Zeta-Jones meant a second shot at fatherhood and gave him strength following a devastating diagnosis of advanced throat cancer at the age of 65. This is the compelling and remarkable story of a Hollywood son who waged a battle against the odds to achieve his fame and fortune and has kept on fighting with every challenge he faces.

_Michael Douglas: Acting on Instinct_ 2007-10-12 the Guinness Book of World Records calls her the best-selling female singer in history. Billboard named her the celebrity of the century. Diana Ross lead singer of the most popular girl group of the 1960s and later a consummate solo artist has been in the public eye for over four decades. From 1964 when where did our love go rose to number one on the pop charts to the present day she has been the ultimate diva an artist worshiped by fanatical fans yet pilloried in the press for her temper tantrums and untoward demands. Ed Ifkovic delivers his own spin on this international celebrity an idiosyncratic collection of short pieces that create a portrait of the mercurial star from a
detroit housing project to a connecticut mansion who is this woman who exacts such loyalty from her fans and such vitriol from her detractors there are pieces on diana's tantrums true but also jottings on the homes she's lived in the food she eats the cars she drives even her role as muse for writers there is a collection of poetic similes commentators have employed to describe her as well as a mind boggling catalogue of garish tabloid headlines this off beat book admittedly an obsessive fan's unembarrassed send up equal parts delight and censure is a spirited yet sardonic tale that also explores the integration of black music into the white mainstream frankly diana led that noble charge what the author delights in is the unorthodox observation and gossipy tidbit that accompanied that revolution

Diana's Dogs 2017-06-01 with steve in hollywood chasing after spies wonder woman agrees to go there as well to film a movie but ends up kidnapped along with steve by paula von gunther

Sensation Comics (1942-) #12 1976 it was a mistake it was just one night when francesca meets her longtime hollywood celebrity crush and bear shifter clint treadstone on the red carpet she's absolutely dazzled by him the man oozes sex is clearly an alpha at heart and every time she feels his sensual caresses on her she grows hot in her center but she knows these types of men she knows the ruin they leave behind them she got a reputation and she's not about to let her heart get broken but when he gazes into her eyes his own endless and withholding she finds her resolve melting the growl of his deep voice reaches right inside her makes her do things she never dreamed she would just one night just one mistake she's not about to let it dictate her life even if this alpha bear shifter says that she's his fated mate even if this alpha bear shifter will stop at nothing to claim her as his own to drive her body to heights of white hot bliss over and over again and to start a shifter family with her bear night stand is a standalone paranormal shifter romance featuring clint a rugged alpha hollywood heartthrob who falls head over paws the moment he meets francesca a sassy and sexy spitfire who is determined to keep him at arm's length

Hollywood Costume 2022-07-22 how the golden age of transatlantic travel between the wars transformed women's lives across all classes a vivid cross section of life on board the iconic ocean liners from below decks to the captain's table in this riveting slice of social history siân evans does a brilliant job of describing the unexpected textures of life at sea by deep diving into the archives siân evans has discovered a watery in between world where the usual rules didn't quite apply and a spirited woman could get further than she ever would on dry land mail on sunday migrants and millionaires refugees and aristocrats all looking for a way to improve their lives after ww1 a world of opportunity was opening up for women before convenient air travel transatlantic travel was the province of the great ocean liners and never more so than in the glory days of the interwar years it was an extraordinary undertaking made by many women some traveled for leisure some for work others to find a new life marriage to reinvent themselves or find new opportunities their stories have remained largely untold until now maiden voyages is a fascinating portrait of these women and their lives on board magnificent ocean liners as they sailed between the old and the new worlds the ocean liner was a microcosm of contemporary society divided by class from the luxury of the upper deck playground for the rich and famous to the cramped conditions of steerage or third class travel these iconic liners were filled with women of all ages classes and backgrounds celebrities and refugees migrants and millionaires aristocrats and crew members full of incredible gossip stories and intrigue maiden voyages has a diverse cast of inspiring women from a listers like josephine baker a dancer from st louis who found fame in paris marlene dietrich and wallis simpson violet the unsinkable jessop a crew member who survived the sinking of the titanic and entrepreneur sibyl colefax a pioneering interior designer whichever direction they were travelling whatever hopes they entertained they were all under the spell of life at sea a spell which would only break when they went ashore maiden voyages is a compelling and highly entertaining account of life on board part dream factory part place of work independence
and escape always moving

**Bear Night Stand (A Paranormal Shifter Romance)** 2020-09-17 Hollywood east tells the story of how the movies evolved as a business a business controlled from the eastern seaboard many of the photographs in the book are from the one of a kind collection of the author s father

**Maiden Voyages** 1992 A sports crazed kid from Bensonhurst Brooklyn Gary David Goldberg never imagined he d end up in Hollywood let alone make it big there but as a twenty five year old waiter in Greenwich Village he met Diana the love of his life followed her out to Northern California then moved in and never moved out he also without realizing it put himself on track to found Ubu productions named after his beloved labrador retriever and become a successful creator of such family sitcoms as Family Ties Brooklyn Bridge and Spin City in Sit Ubu Sit award winning writer producer Goldberg tells the mostly upbeat sometimes difficult and frequently hilarious tale of his improbable career and the people who have filled it with a love story and a rare behind the scenes look at the entertainment industry Sit Ubu Sit proves that it is possible to be creative and successful while holding on to your integrity your family and your sense of humor with Bill Lawrence

**Hollywood East** 2008-02-05 For many young women the 1920s felt like a promise of liberty it was a period when they dared to shorten their skirts and shingle their hair to smoke drink and take drugs and to claim sexual freedoms in an era of soaring stock markets consumer expansion urbanization and fast travel women were reimagining both the small detail and the large ambitions of their lives in Flappers acclaimed biographer Judith Mackrell follows a group of six women Diana Cooper Nancy Cunard Tallulah Bankhead Zelda Fitzgerald Josephine Baker and Tamara De Lempicka who between them exemplified the range and daring of that generation s spirit for them the pursuit of experience was not just about dancing the charleston and wearing fashionable clothes they made themselves prominent among the artists icons and heroines of their age pursuing experience in ways that their mothers could never have imagined seeking to define what it was to be young and a woman in an age where the smashing of old certainties had thrown the world wide open talented reckless and willful with personalities that transcended their class and background they re wrote their destinies in remarkable entertaining and sometimes tragic ways and between them they blazed the trail of the new woman around the world

**Sit, Ubu, Sit** 2013-05-23 she told me to reach out and touch

**Flappers** 2013-11 1958 Notting Hill is sweltering in a heatwave it s di Stratton s new manor and a powder keg of racial tension a rent collector is stabbed and a series of street fights between Teddy Boys and Caribbean immigrants sparks further unrest Young runaway Irene on the verge of prostitution finds her loyalties lie on both sides of the fight a race riot breaks out the worst Britain has ever seen Stratton must tread a path through the violence and prejudice to find the killer and save Irene before Notting Hill explodes

**Diana Ross and King AG Secret Billionaire Love** 2013-08-01 this collection uses Susan Sontag s notes on Camp as a foundation from which to explore current topics related to Camp it recognizes Sontag s work as significant in spurring examination of the phenomenon but also limited in its descriptive rather than philosophical theoretical and conceptual nature

**The Riot** 2017-02-15 This collection of original essays interrogates disciplinary boundaries in fashion gathering fashion studies research across disciplines and from around the globe fashion and clothing are part of material and visual culture cultural memory and heritage they contribute to shaping the way people see themselves interact and consume for each of the volume s eight parts scholars from across the world and a variety of disciplines offer analytical tools for further research never neglecting the interconnectedness of disciplines and domains these original contributions survey specific topics and critically discuss the leading views in their areas they include discursive and reflective pieces as well as discussions of original empirical work and contributors include established leaders in the field rising stars and new voices including practitioner and industry voices this is a comprehensive overview of the field ideal not only for undergraduate and postgraduate fashion studies students but also for researchers
and students in communication studies, humanities, gender and critical race studies, social sciences, and fashion design and business.

**Sontag and the Camp Aesthetic** 2021-09-19 This book presents an innovative comparative view of how the issue of adolescent sexuality and consent is differently treated in various media, analyzing teenage sexual encounters with adults across a variety of media including films, television, novels, and podcasts. The volume takes a positive stance on the expression of teenage sexuality while remaining sensitive to the power of adults to abuse and manipulate the anthology treats these representations as negotiations between conflicting forces of desire and self-knowledge, unequal power and the law. The latter both actual legal statutes and internalized law in the philosophical and psychoanalytic sense. Questions of unequal power inherent in such relations are theorized. The authors examine variations of this configuration of sexual relations between teenagers and adults from different perspectives to consider how various forms of expression rework it formally. These essays are attuned to both nuances of presentation and contexts of reception and they consider how aesthetics play a role contributing to the general debate about the ways that societies construct and regulate adolescent sexuality. This book will be of great interest to scholars and students of media studies, cultural studies, film studies, television studies, sociology, and gender studies.

**The Routledge Companion to Fashion Studies** 2023-09-29 Who wouldn't want to read about celebrities behind the facade in their dressing rooms in the wings what are they really like in stars in their underwear? Diana Eden dancer, actress, and costume designer pulls back the curtain on stage and screen personalities. She shares her experiences from the heart of numerous history-making events such as the inauguration of President Lyndon Johnson, the Diana Ross concert in Central Park, the MGM fire of 1981, and appearances in two iconic films. She also launched her own costume career designing TV series and films for stars such as Kaley Cuoco, Alyson Hannigan, Shelley Long, Melissa Gilbert, Tony Danza, and Lea Thompson as a special bonus for soap opera fans there are chapters with behind-the-scenes stories and photos from Santa Barbara and Passions.

**Desire and Consent in Representations of Adolescent Sexuality with Adults** 2020-06-13 After 1912 when the great cattle empires began to crumble, hundreds of seasoned cowboys found themselves jobless. A handful of discarded horsemen, however, stumbled upon an entirely new frontier: Hollywood. In a rare insider's view, Diana Serra Cary tells the story of these cowboys who survived for another fifty years as riders, stuntmen, and doubles for the stars filled with humorous anecdotes. The Hollywood Posse reveals the full story of the cowboys' long and bitter feud with autocratic director Cecil B. DeMille, their relationships with the great western stars from the flamboyant Tom Mix to the durable John Wayne, and above all, their touching loyalty, code of honor, and devotion to each other.

**Stars in Their Underwear** 1996-01-01 A comprehensive modern biographical survey of homosexuality in the modern world containing more than 500 entries.

**The Hollywood Posse** 1940 Liza Black critically examines the inner workings of post-World War II American films and production studios that cast American Indian extras and actors as Native people, forcing them to come face to face with mainstream representations of indianness.

**Who's Who at Metro Goldwyn Mayer** 2002 Born to a poor family in the village of Puttaparthi in Southern Andhra Pradesh, Sathyanarayan Raju was a bright, talented, and confident boy whose charitable nature and religiosity belied his tender age. Deeply suspicious of his spiritual precociousness, his father made him go through a traumatic exorcism but the boy already had a devoted band of followers, and when he was thirteen, announced that he was Shirdi Sai Baba reborn. Today, Sri Sathya Sai Baba has an estimated thirty million followers worldwide. Acclaimed travel writer and self
described spiritual nomad bill aitken tells us why so many royalty wealthy industrialists influential politicians as well as the poor flock to puttaparthi sai baba s message he reveals can be summed up in one word love it is as simple as it is profound not unlike how his devotees see the sai himself the embodiment of deep spirituality wedded to simplicity elegance and grace yet the sai phenomenon is less about producing vibhuti from thin air and more about modern day miracles miracles like free schools and universities super speciality hospitals which provide free treatment to all and revolutionary projects like the one which has brought drinking water to a million villagers in drought prone rayalseema aitken s study is neither a hagiographic exercise in myth making nor a dry objective account of the sai s life while never shy of expressing his deep love and reverence for sai baba he squarely confronts the controversies and criticisms which inevitably dog those who claim acquaintance with the holy

Who's who in Contemporary Gay and Lesbian History 2022-12-20 saying it with songs considers how the increasing interdependence of hollywood studios and tin pan alley music publishing firms influenced the commercial and narrative functions of popular songs in a variety of film genres

Picturing Indians 2006-07-07 you ve seen books for the womens market like the bad girls guide the girls code he s just not that into you and of course the rules now sam priest strikes a blow for single men everywhere with this insightful book which gives men a clear path to their ultimate goal which does not involve getting married this hilarious guide shows men how to break through all the female dating rules and master the art of the quick seduction like no other book this amazing guide shows single men how to efficiently avoid the pitfalls of a long term relationship or marriage while getting as much playing time on the field as possible features such key topics as mastering the short term relationship surrounding yourself with girls dating on the cheap everything is deniable what to do when she gets mad marriage and how to avoid it the exit strategy this book is destined to become a lasting classic that teaches men how to be successful with women without giving up their treasured single status the edgy humour will have men talking about this book for a long time

Sri Sathya Sai Baba 2013-11 the archbishop of canterbury called him bloody rude courtiers feared he was a foreign interloper out for the goodies daughter in law sarah ferguson found him very frightening and the queen mother labelled him the hun journalists have continually portrayed him as a gaffe prone serial philanderer with european outlets going way off piste and claiming he has fathered 24 illegitimate children prince philip says the impression the public has got is unfair though there is no self serving autobiography and his interviews with broadcasters or writers are done grudgingly the duke sets out to explore the man behind the various myths drawing on interviews with relations friends and courtiers and the duke s own words it brings to life some rare aspects of his character from a love of poetry and religion to his fondness for duke ellington and his fascination with ufos it also explains why for over seven decades he has been the queen s strength and stay and why he is regarded by many as a national treasure

Saying It With Songs 2013-08 city of mirrors is deftly written and smart on top of that it is entertaining as hell michael connelly running out of money diana poole is forced to go back to the only work she knows acting her much loved husband and movie star mother have died and now diana is over thirty five in hollywood that means she might as well be dead still a few key people remember her talent and she lands a role in a new movie but an actress should never get her hopes up especially when she discovers the female lead s murdered body raised in her mother s shadow diana knows people in the business will go to dangerous lengths to protect their images when her own life and career are threatened diana decides to fight back and find the killer but unmasking the surprising murderer isn t that easy especially when she uncovers what s real and unreal in her own life
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